Different misfolding mechanisms converge on common conformational changes: human prion protein pathogenic mutants Y218N and E196K.
Prion diseases are caused by misfolding and aggregation of the prion protein (PrP). Pathogenic mutations such as Y218N and E196K are known to cause Gerstmann-Sträussler-Scheinker syndrome and Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease, respectively. Here we describe molecular dynamics simulations of these mutant proteins to better characterize the detailed conformational effects of these sequence substitutions. Our results indicate that the mutations disrupt the wild-type native PrP(C) structure and cause misfolding. Y218N reduced hydrophobic packing around the X-loop (residues 165-171), and E196K abolished an important wild-type salt bridge. While differences in the mutation site led PrP mutants to misfold along different pathways, we observed multiple traits of misfolding that were common to both mutants. Common traits of misfolding included: 1) detachment of the short helix (HA) from the PrP core; 2) exposure of side chain F198; and 3) formation of a nonnative strand at the N-terminus. The effect of the E196K mutation directly abolished the wild-type salt bridge E196-R156, which further destabilized the F198 hydrophobic pocket and HA. The Y218N mutation propagated its effect by increasing the HB-HC interhelical angle, which in turn disrupted the packing around F198. Furthermore, a nonnative contact formed between E221 and S132 on the S1-HA loop, which offered a direct mechanism for disrupting the hydrophobic packing between the S1-HA loop and HC. While there were common misfolding features shared between Y218N and E196K, the differences in the orientation of HB and HC and the X-loop conformation might provide a structural basis for identifying different prion strains.